FAMILY LAW – LOSS PREVENTION TIPS
Proactively direct and control client expectations
Family law clients can be emotional and difficult to manage. They may also have changing and
unrealistic expectations. This makes it especially important that you manage their expectations
from the very start of the retainer. Helping clients avoid disappointment and surprises will
significantly lower your claims exposure.
Carefully explain agreement terms to clients
Carefully explain domestic contracts or settlement agreements so that clients cannot
later allege that they did not understand the contents of these agreements.
Be aware of the limitations of your legal knowledge
Family law is one of the most complex practice areas, with federal and provincial statutes
and voluminous case law. No lawyer can hope to be an expert in all aspects of this field, so
it’s important to know when to seek advice from more specialized counsel (e.g. for estate
planning) or third party experts (e.g. tax advisors, accountants, appraisers or actuaries).
Make better use of checklists and reporting letters
Checklists and forms that contain issues lawyers should consider as they conduct the interview
on a domestic contract matter and when they meet with the client to review and sign the
document. A final reporting letter detailing what you did and what advice you gave can be a
great help in the event of a claim, which may arise long after you’ve forgotten the details of a
particular file.
Don’t lower your standards for limited scope matters
A limited scope retainer does not mean less competent or lower quality legal services.
Identify the discrete collection of tasks that can be undertaken on a competent basis
and confirm the scope of the retainer in writing. Clearly document all work and
communications. Recognize that unbundled legal services are not appropriate for all
lawyers, all clients, or all legal problems.
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